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Cyber-Physical	Security	

•  Example:	Stuxnet	malware	
–  Compromises	HMI	server	(4	zero-day	exploits)	
–  Intercepts	the	PLC	code	upload	
–  Uploads	malicious	controller	code	on	PLC	instead	
–  Replays	a	normal	operational	status	on	HMI	screen	
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Figure 10: Actual Power System Measurements

Figure 11: Fake Measurements to Mislead the Operator

8 Discussions and Mitigations

Here we discuss the generality of HARVEY, and describe
potential mitigation mechanisms that could be deployed
to protect critical infrastructures against similar attacks.

HARVEY involved reverse engineering of a real-world
commercial PLC device and binary software modules.
Although we worked on a specific model, the techniques
we used, such as JTAG debugging and binary analy-
sis, can be simply generalized to PLC and controllers
from other vendors, because they generally follow sim-
ilar technical approaches such as scan-cycle-based ex-
ecution paradigm followed by periodic I/O interrupts
and memory updates. Additionally, the proposed two-
way data manipulation attack can be implemented on
other (not necessarily power grid) control system set-
tings, where controller devices are used to monitor and
control underlying physical plants.

HARVEY can be protected against using three major

mitigation solutions: i) remote attestation allows a veri-
fier to check the software integrity of a system. A trusted
component provides an authenticated measurement of
the memory of the device to be attested. Different ap-
proaches specifically for embedded systems have been
developed and could be applied to PLCs [8, 15, 33]; ii)
with secure boot, the integrity of a device’s configuration
is not verified by an external entity but by the device it-
self possibly using a trusted platform module [4]. Secure
boot ensures that only a known and trustworthy software
can be loaded on a device. Secure boot could be used to
ensure the integrity of PLC firmware; and iii) an exter-
nal bump-in-the-wire device between the PLC controller
and the physical plant could be monitoring the two-way
sensor-to-PLC and PLC-to-actuator data streams (unlike
TSV [27] that would sit between the HMI and PLC). The
solution could possibly check whether the control com-
mands issued by the PLC satisfy the plant’s essential
safety requirements that must be defined by the opera-
tors. Additionally, the solution could implement coarse-
grained control consistency checks to validate whether
sensor measurements and actuation commands are con-
sistent in terms of how the plant should be controlled.

9 Conclusions

We presented HARVEY, a PLC rootkit that implements
a physics-aware man-in-the-middle attack against cyber-
physical power grid control systems. HARVEY damages
the underlying physical power system, while providing
the operators with the exact view of the system that they
would expect to see following their issued control com-
mands. Our experimental results with a commercial PLC
controller on a real-world power system test-bed demon-
strates the feasibility of HARVEY in practice.
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Real-world	Attack	Demo	
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Figure 7: The Evaluation Smart Grid Test-Bed

so that the adversarial impact becomes maximum; and
iii) HARVEY adds predefined stealthy conditions to en-
sure its malicious control actions do not get noticed/de-
tected by the local operators on site due to the noise the
actions generate. Example conditions are “no power gen-
erator disconnect from the rest of the power grid” in large
power plants, since such disconnects cause a noticeable
sound noise to the potential local operators. In prac-
tice, there are typically few or no operators present on
remote power system substations. This gives HARVEY
more freedom in terms of what malicious actions it can
carry out.

In this attack scenario, HARVEY’s objective was to
implement mOPF on the PLC to calculate adversary-
optimal control strategy for the power plant. Using the
the power system’s safety constraints, HARVEY inter-
cepts the legitimate control action outputs and instead
sends out its optimally-calculated malicious control com-
mands to the power actuators at specific time points.
HARVEY sets the nominal frequency reference to 62 Hz,
and its malicious controller calculates and sends out con-
trol commands accordingly.

Figure 10 shows the actual power system measure-
ments. HARVEY makes the power system frequency
exceed its safety margins through its malicious com-
mands (Figure 10a). The system’s voltage magnitude
(Figure 10b), AC voltage phase angle (Figure 10c), and
electric power values (Figure 10d) experience serious in-
stability as well. However, in order to mislead the opera-
tor, HARVEY implements a legitimate OPF algorithm in
the background to simulate the power system and calcu-
late individual system parameters assuming that the le-
gitimate OPF control commands were carried out on the
power system. The fabricated fake sensor measurements
(Figure 11) are sent back to the operators’ HMI screens.
Consequently, from the operators’ viewpoint, the under-
lying power system follows their expectation, while in
reality, the system goes through serious instability situa-

tions facing potential large-scale failures.

7 Related Work

We discuss related work on ICS security in terms of pro-
posed defense mechanisms and possible attacks.
Defense mechanisms have been proposed on network
and host/device levels. SOCCA [41] generates network-
level attack graphs based on Markov decision processes
considering the impact of the adversarial actions on the
physical power system. CPMA [14] uses the ICS attack
graphs to perform security-oriented risk analysis, so-
called contingency analysis, regarding potential threats
against the power grid. Both solutions consider PLCs
as the interface between cyber and physical assets of the
infrastructures, and identify them as potential targets by
the adversaries.

Unlike traditional IT cyber networks, ICS networks
often follow well-defined behavioral patterns. Therefore,
online ICS intrusion detection solutions monitor the run-
time operation for anomalous behaviors as opposed to
the signature-based paradigm [10, 23, 38]. Formby et
al. [20] employ the behavioral profiles for device finger-
printing and access control. Security solutions in ICS has
to be non-intrusive against safety-critical operations with
real-time constraints that run mostly on resource-limited
embedded devices/controllers [39]. Such anomaly-based
solution cannot identify HARVEY, since it uses the same
power model to fake sensor measurements and make
them look normal.

TSV [27] and [42] provide a bump-in-the-wire solu-
tion between the HMI and PLC device to intercept and
analyze the control logic downloads on the PLC by the
HMI server. TSV implements formal methods to verify
the safety of the code regarding the physical plant safety
requirements, and drops the control logic if a counterex-
ample is found. TSV is unable to detect HARVEY as
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Maliciously	functional	firmware	modification	vs.	BlackEnergy3’s	firmware	corruption.	

Provide	stealth	in	highly	dynamic	environments	vs.	Stuxnet’s	sensor	data	record-and-replay.	

Controller	Rootkit	(NDSS’17)	



	Solution	and	Findings	(CCS’17,	NDSS’14)	

	Trusted	Safety	Verifier	
	

•  Is	this	controller	program	malicious?		

-  Can	it	violate	the		
infrastructural	safety	requirements?	
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•  TechTransfer:	with	Siemens	2015-present	
–  To	integrate	code	verification		

in	PLC	code	development	IDE	

•  Education	activity	examples:	
–  CreaTECH	workshop	for	SWE	2017	


